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The validity of education and guidance for clinical communication in cancer care:
Evidence-based practice will depend on practice-based evidence
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A B S T R A C T

Objective: The validity of clinical communication skills education and guidance for cancer care is

sometimes portrayed as self-evident. This view needs re-examination in light of critiques of the concept

of communication skills.

Methods: We critically examine principles that steer communication teaching and guidance in cancer

care and draw on research that can inform the next generation of development in this field.

Results: Unlike other areas of clinical skills, communication is highly contested. Any instance of

communication is open to multiple interpretations; expert principles of communication are imprecise

and often contradictory. The concept of communication skills will constrain development, because of its

implication that universal, expert-defined components of communication are the building blocks of

clinical relationships. Research on communication in practice indicates insights that could enrich future

education and guidance.

Conclusions: Communication experts have more to learn from practitioners and patients than is

commonly appreciated. Inductive, qualitative research should incorporate patient and practitioner

perspectives as well as observations of communication.

Practice implications: Solutions to communication dilemmas might be found in detailed study of

communication in practice, rather than in current expert principles. Incorporating such evidence will

help to ensure the continued authority of communication curricula and guidance as evidence-based and

patient-centred.

� 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Clinical communication is key to effective cancer care, from
enabling accurate and timely diagnosis to ensuring adherence to
treatment. Therefore clinical outcomes – even survival – depend
on effective communication [1]. As well as being the vehicle for
clinical care, communication matters to patients in its own right,
underpinning the trust in practitioners and hope for the future
upon which their morale depends [2,3]. Educationists and
practitioners are therefore offered extensive education and
guidance about communication [4–6].

However, despite several decades of research, it remains
unclear whether patients benefit when practitioners’ communica-
tion is shaped in this way. Clinical outcomes have rarely been
evaluated, and a recent systematic review found inconclusive
evidence for effects on patient experience [7]. Large areas of
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clinical education and guidance necessarily continue in the
absence of outcome evidence. For example, medical students are
taught clinical tasks such as how to take blood or how to pass a
nasogastric tube on the assumption that they will then perform
these tasks better than students who are left to discover for
themselves. The case for training in these areas is that there are
clearly right (and wrong) ways of performing these procedures,
and that practitioners will obviously not discover these without
training or guidance. Some experts portray clinical communica-
tion as this kind of area; for example when they offer generalised
criticisms of practitioners’ poor communication without knowing
patient perspectives and local circumstances, or generalised
assertions of practitioners’ need for communication training
[8–15].

Our aims here are: first, to examine this stance in relation to
communication education and guidance in cancer care; secondly,
to identify key assumptions underlying the field which help to
perpetuate this stance; and, thirdly, to indicate how a different
approach might inform the next generation of education and
guidance. To do this, we draw on key papers in the field and
representative examples of relevant research, recent critiques of
clinical communication education and, finally, research that has

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pec.2012.04.010
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taken an inductive approach to patients’ communication needs
and clinicians’ communication strategies.

2. The validity of communication education and guidance is
not obvious

By contrast with clinical skills that practitioners obviously need
to know, and obviously will not learn by themselves, the validity of
communication education and guidance in cancer care is not so
self-evident.

It is rarely obvious in practice whether any instance of
communication was the right thing to say. Whereas assessing
competence in venipuncture or intubation is relatively straight-
forward, the modest reliability of assessments of communication
competence indicates the divergent views that observers can take
of the same instance of communication [16]. Multiple interpreta-
tions are possible, from different perspectives, and even commu-
nication experts can disagree between themselves (Box 1). Indeed,
Box 1. Experts can disagree about communication in practice.

Seven communication experts (including psychologists and

physicians) at an international workshop [91] read a transcript

of consultation of a breast cancer patient with her surgeon, and

summaries of interviews with the patient and surgeon about

their consultation, drawn from a qualitative study [47]. The

experts then rated the appropriateness of the surgeon’s

responses to the patient at specific points in the consultation,

including the response (underlined) below, using a scale:

0 = ‘could not be worse’; 10 = ‘could not be better’. Ratings

diverged greatly, as this example illustrates.

The data provided
Before this extract, the surgeon has told the patient that

histology indicates metastatic spread to her lymph nodes.

He has explained chemotherapy and has suggested that she

might need this.
Patient So even though I don’t want chemo it would be sensible?

Surgeon Well, it would give a small benefit, and I guess the benefit

we’re talking about is in the order probably of three or four

percent. Now, what that means is that about three or four

people out of every hundred would benefit.

Patient I don’t want it [cancer] to come back, but I don’t want to

lose my hair. It’s about the only decent thing I’ve got left.

Surgeon Now, the chemotherapy of course, now, it reduces the risk

of it coming back a little bit. It doesn’t completely abolish

that risk I’m afraid

The surgeon then proposes referring the patient to the oncolo-

gist to discuss chemotherapy.

In interviews, the patient said that she felt cared for. ‘‘He was

thorough. I liked the fact that he sat quite close to me. It made it

more personal. He spoke to me as though I had some intelli-

gence.’’ In explaining his stance, the surgeon explained that

‘‘These women have let me into the most personal space,

physically. They give me very personal space emotionally. You

see people at their most vulnerable. I think that should be

treated with enormous respect and not trampled over. I want to

treat this person with respect and part of that is being honest

with them and treat them as sensible human beings, in the

same way that I would wish to be treated myself’’.

Experts’ ratings of the surgeon’s response
The ratings of the surgeon’s response (underlined) were: 0,

2, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 8. Experts rating the response poorly said the

surgeon should have explored the patient’s concerns about

hair loss and body image. Those with high ratings said that

the surgeon correctly focused on treatment needs and

respected the patient, and that the patient liked his commu-

nication style.
the formal guidance that communication experts offer cancer
clinicians rarely identifies the right thing to do because it is often
vague, impractical or contradictory. For example, current guidance
around information-giving takes two broad approaches: give ‘full
information’ or ‘the information that the patient wants’ [17]. The
former is impractical because information about complex condi-
tions is effectively infinite, can be presented in different ways and
cannot be described simply according to quantity. The latter is
impractical, because patients cannot know in advance what
information exists [17], and it proves uninformative in practice
[18]. Moreover, clinicians are expected to maintain hope, which
often means constraining information [19–21]. Guidance about
decision-making can also be difficult to implement. Clinicians are
advised to ‘share’ decision-making [10,22], but have to be
authoritative and expert in taking clinical responsibility. As a
third example, while clinicians are urged to develop emotional
relationships with their patients [6], they need to keep objective
and avoid personal involvement. Communication experts’ expec-
tations for practitioners therefore prove ambiguous in practice.

It is often assumed that communication outcome research will
deliver more precise principles to guide practitioners. However, an
important constraint on outcome research is that there is rarely a
single outcome for any utterance, so communication that is
inappropriate for one outcome (for example, because it distresses
the patient), might be appropriate for another (for example,
because it challenges denial) [2]. Therefore outcome research risks
over-simplifying consultation, for example by focusing on patients’
satisfaction or distress in isolation from clinical outcomes. Given
the inherent variability in communication, the processes that
outcome research can identify are limited to generalisations.
Similarly, focusing on relatively objectifiable, and therefore
researchable, elements of communication can mean prioritising
trivial processes over important, but subjective, ones [23–25].

Portraying communication education and guidance as an
enterprise with obvious validity contrasts strikingly with the
vigorous contest in academic discourse about clinical communi-
cation. In social science, different theoretical standpoints mean
contrasting perspectives on doctors’ power and authority [26].
Similarly, different methodological perspectives locate what is
important about communication in the moment-to-moment
details of people’s talk and conversational strategies or in the
broad content of what they say [27]. In this context, very little
should be ‘taken for granted’, and the validity of education and
guidance will arise from debate and contest, not consensus.

3. Regarding communication as ‘skills’ will stifle development

Claims to the inherent validity of communication education and
guidance reflect the influence of the predominant theoretical
framework whereby communication is divisible into discrete
elements, or ‘skills’, that can be defined by experts, then taught and
assessed alongside other clinical skills [4–6]. According to this
view, practitioners can combine and deploy these skills according
to principles and guidelines to achieve consultation objectives. The
concept of communication skills reflects the reductionism of
psychological sciences, whereby a complex phenomenon is broken
down into components. It has thereby allowed communication
experts to match the analytic approach of the biomedical sciences.
Therefore the concept has been very important in facilitating the
introduction of communication education into clinical curricula
and of communication guidance into clinical practice. In this way,
it has been the vehicle for psychology, psychiatry and social
sciences to influence clinical education and to seek to ‘humanise’
clinical practice. In particular, the concept of communication skills
has underpinned development of educational technologies that
have proved readily assimilable into curricula and practice,
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including training programmes that can target ‘basic’ or ‘advanced’
skills that can be assessed formally and that are valued
institutionally [5,28,29]. The language of ‘skills’ therefore now
routinely characterises accounts of communication, and the
concept informs educational models [30] in cancer care. However,
applied to communication, this approach is highly contested and
has been criticised over three decades from humanistic, linguistic
and clinical perspectives as a framework that obstructs conceptual
and pedagogic development [25,31–35].

In the strict sense, a skill is an ability that can be precisely
defined and assessed – either through observing behaviours, such
as in suturing a wound, or through the consequence of the skill,
such as successfully intubating a patient. Yet, few communication
behaviours can be called skills in this sense. In practice, as Skelton
has pointed out, the term ‘skill’ is more commonly applied to
behaviour that is not amenable to objective definition such as
‘understanding patients’ perspective’ [36] or ‘providing supportive
communication’ [4]. Where behaviours, such as maintaining eye
contact, are denoted as skills, definitions are often qualified by the
term ‘appropriate’, thereby removing objectivity. The reason that
objectivity remains elusive is that, for most elements of
communication, meaning does not lie in the objective character-
istics of what is said or done, but is largely subjectively shaped
[31,32,34,35]. What listeners hear does not depend just on what
speakers say but also on listeners’ perspective; different patients
can experience the same communication as caring or uncaring
[37].

Calling some behaviour ‘skills’ masks this subjectivity and
implies, instead, that behaviours have a constant value [31].
Therein lie the dangers of the concept of skills [31,34]. First, it leads
naturally to evaluating communication from expert perspectives,
for example through expert-designed coding schemes. However,
what patients value can diverge from what experts value [38,39],
communication that displays improved expert-defined ‘skills’ does
not necessarily help patients [40,41], and communication gov-
erned by expert rules can frustrate patients’ needs [42,43].
Secondly, the danger in identifying some communication elements
as ‘skills’ is that they become valued intrinsically and define ‘good
communication’ even where there is no evidence of patient benefit.
The result is that education is claimed to be successful simply
where learners reproduce behaviours they have been taught, such
as acknowledging patients’ emotional cues or uttering empathic
statements, without evidence of the impact on patients. Similarly,
although there has been extensive research into how to teach
communication skills for ‘breaking bad news’, very little has asked
whether patients benefit [44]. A parallel can be drawn with clinical
trials, particularly pharmaceutical industry trials, which evaluate
medicines against ‘surrogate outcomes’ that are easy to attain but
of little clinical consequence [45].

Valuing skills in their own right risks leading educational
research into untenable positions. For example, the frequent claim
that communication training succeeded because it increased
practitioners’ empathy implies that the more empathy, the better,
despite evidence that patients sometimes dislike emotional talk
from oncologists [39,46,47], and that practitioners’ empathy is not
generally associated with patients’ satisfaction when it is assessed
by coding practitioners’ communication [48]. Moreover, in the
absence of any specification of exactly how much empathy is
appropriate, and at what places in consultation, there can be no
end-point to the mission to increase empathy. It therefore
becomes, in essence, a moral rather than empirically informed
enterprise [49].

Paradoxically, the moral authority that the concept of skill gives
educators is at the expense of regarding practitioners’ communi-
cation as morally directed. Educational theory explains why [50].
Being able to regard learners’ communication as reflecting their
own choice is necessary for regarding it as authentic. However,
pre-determining objectives for learners, as the concept of
communication skills implies, means that learners’ behavioural
change cannot be regarded as self-determined. For instance,
consider a study in which cancer patients watched video vignettes
of physicians breaking bad news and which showed that the
patients preferred physicians to sit, regarding them as more
compassionate than those who stood [51]. The problem with
translating this into practice is that patients might be less
convinced that a physician whom they knew had been told to
sit was more compassionate. Unimpressed with a nurse’s enquiries
about her emotional feelings, a patient with cancer explained that
the nurse had probably ‘just been on a course’ [34]. The concept of
communication skills and, potentially, the practice of communi-
cation skills education, assessment and guidance is therefore
intrinsically inimical to the authenticity that patients seek
[33,52,53] and constrains understanding of how authentic clinical
relationships can be formed.

Therefore, while ‘communication skills’ has provided valuable
language with which to project communication education and
guidance into cancer care and other clinical areas, it is limited as a
theoretical framework because it disregards the subjectivity of
communication. The common view that ‘communication skills
build relationships’ therefore exposes a theoretical lacuna that
should be filled by theory that does address how relationships are
formed. Several theories have been applied to clinical relation-
ships, but one in particular – attachment theory – explicitly
incorporates the vulnerability and dependency that defines clinical
relationships in cancer care [26,49,54–56]. Where patients are
mortally vulnerable, and feel that clinicians have the authority and
expertise to look after them, clinical relationships resemble
attachment relationships [54,55,57–59]. That is, patients’ sense
of relationship can reflect their own dependency needs rather than
clinicians’ communication. Even after patients with breast cancer
had seen their surgeon only for a brief consultation focused on
diagnosis and treatment planning, their sense of relationship was
intense, and differed little between patients seeing different
surgeons [60]. Variability in relationships reflected differences
between patients, including their experience of previous close
relationships and their own attachment style [60–62].

While recognising the historical contribution of the technology
and language of communication skills, the concept of skills will
constrain conceptual advance in communication education and
guidance for cancer care. Changing the theoretical framework is
not a merely academic matter. It can change what practitioners
are taught or advised to do. For example, rather than teach cancer
practitioners that their relationships are built gradually from
deploying skills, an attachment perspective points to the need for
them to appreciate the intensity of the sense of relationship that
patients can have as soon as they meet the practitioners in whom
they entrust their care. The challenge is then to understand
how practitioners can work with and within this asymmetric
relationship.

4. The importance of practice-based evidence

Educators in practice do go beyond the teaching of specific skills
and encourage learners to choose and deploy skills appropriately
and imaginatively. However, the conceptual framework of skills
does not help them do this. Therefore, as long as these activities are
cast in the language of skills, this level of education will remain
beyond the reach of formal teaching and professional scrutiny. It
will be a ‘craft’ activity, with local solutions by groups of educators,
rather than an academically informed one. Similarly, as long as
communication guidance is cast in the language of skills and over-
simplified generalisations it will leave practitioners uninformed.
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Where, however, are the new ideas to come from for the next
generation of communication education and guidance?

Researchers have drawn from frameworks other than skills in
developing new approaches to education, including mindfulness
and self-awareness [1]. However, these approaches start with the
view that expertise to guide communication education arises
outside clinical practice. Educators do value learners’ own
knowledge and routinely incorporate it when delivering training.
However, the concept of skills means privileging, as building
blocks for communication, properties of communication that
experts identify, rather than learners or their patients. The
privileging of external expertise is clearly necessary for creative
areas of human behaviour that rely on component skills which are
unfamiliar to learners at the outset; for example, musicians need
to be taught to play notes and scales before concertos. However,
this view does not readily fit communication, because learners
have acquired sophisticated knowledge of communication since
birth. Moreover, learners who have been practitioners have
learned solutions to specific communication demands in their
clinical settings, and it should not be assumed that these are
always poor. Epstein and Street pointed out that most communi-
cation research in cancer has focused on specific practitioner
behaviours, whereas the more complex mutual influence that
aligns practitioner and patient goals has been neglected [1].
Arguably, some practitioners’ tacit knowledge might in some
respects be more sophisticated than that of educators who are
unfamiliar with delivering the practitioners’ clinical role. There-
fore, arguably, the first place for research to look for new ideas to
inform communication education and guidance is the interactions
that practitioners have with their patients [34,63]. There
is already evidence of the value of this approach in researching
the dilemmas, outlined above, that current expert principles do
not resolve.

4.1. Providing full information, while maintaining hope

Although practitioners are criticised for giving incomplete
information [11–14,64], expert guidance that they should simul-
taneously provide full information and maintain patients’ hope
leaves practitioners to work out how to reconcile this apparent
contradiction. Qualitative research across a range of oncology
settings indicates several ways in which they achieve this. Leydon
[65] found that oncologists paired positive and negative informa-
tion so that threatening news was followed by more positive
information, for example ‘your (tumour) is potentially serious but
most of these are cured’. Mendick et al. [66] found the same pattern
in breast cancer patients’ consultations with surgeons. By also
interviewing the surgeons and patients, they showed that
surgeons’ juxtaposition of good and bad information was a
deliberate strategy to end exchanges on the ‘positive note’ that
patients sought. Similarly, Mukjerjee described how one oncolo-
gist, through nuanced shaping of information, helped to ‘resusci-
tate’ a patient who had been helpless with fear [67]. Previous
studies have shown that clinicians commonly also constrain
information [38,68–70], and that patients and family rely on them
to do this [18,59,66,71,72]. Normative statements from patients
that they want to be told ‘everything’, and from clinicians that they
‘hide nothing’, thus belie a more nuanced process whereby patients
rely on clinicians to manage information [66,72].

One reason why expert guidance about information-giving is
limited in practice is that it has focused on amount of information.
By contrast, study of breast cancer surgeons’ practice indicates
that they simultaneously gave several kinds of information to
serve patients’ competing needs [73]. They gave explicit
biomedical details on which expert guidance focuses, but also
gave progressively less explicit kinds of information including
information about treatment implications, information with
prognostic implications (e.g. that the tumour was completely
removed) and evaluative comments (e.g. that information is ‘good
news’). In this ‘spectrum’ of information, surgeons used the
biomedically less explicit ‘wavelengths’ to communicate hope;
where prognosis is poorer, communication is more likely to be
confined to biomedical ‘wavelengths’ [72,73].

4.2. Ensuring patient involvement while taking clinical responsibility

Underlying expert guidance for practitioners to ‘share’ deci-
sions lies the assumption that responsibility for decision-making is
an objective quantity that can be apportioned between parties in a
‘zero-sum’ model. Therefore, evidence that few patients with
cancer are told of treatment options is regarded as indicating
practitioners’ failure to share decisions [74]. However, patients
who seek cure from mortal disease often want doctors to take
responsibility [75–77]. Moreover their experience of decision-
making does not fit a zero-sum model [77]. In the absence of
feeling that they had any choice, women with breast or other
cancers could still feel involved in treatment decisions [38,76].
Recent study of breast and eye cancer consultations indicated how
surgeons can achieve this [75,78]. In taking responsibility for
decisions, surgeons helped most patients to feel involved by
conveying authority and expertise and providing justifying
reasons. That is, within the context of a caring relationship,
patients’ sense of involvement reflected surgeons’ authority, not
their own.

4.3. Being emotionally connected but emotionally detached

Here, the conundrum for practitioners is how to form
emotional connections with patients, and provide emotional
support, while keeping the distance that allows the relationship
to fulfil its clinical purpose. Guidance and curricula emphasise
that practitioners should exploit ‘empathic opportunities’ by
using patients’ psychological cues as prompts to psychosocial
discussion [6]. This reflects a view of relationships as objective
phenomena which exist similarly in the minds of both
practitioner and patient and are visible to observers in the
transactions between them. Research that examines relation-
ships simultaneously from patient, practitioner and observer
perspectives is inconsistent with this view. For example, when a
child has leukaemia, parents’ relationship with the child’s
oncologist can feel intensely emotional to parents in the absence
of overtly emotional communication or any sense of emotional
connection in the oncologist [79]. Oncologists mostly focused on
clinical care rather than on explicit emotional support, and
parents felt emotionally comforted by this. Likewise, consulta-
tions between breast cancer patients and their surgeons included
little explicit psychosocial talk [47]. However, rather than failing

to detect patients’ psychosocial needs, surgeons and oncologists
described deciding, based on what they discerned from patients
or parents, that psychosocial talk was inappropriate at that time
[47,80]. Similarly, patients described not wanting to explore
psychosocial needs with the surgeons, preferring to talk with
family or specialist nurses [47]. An explanation for this desire not
to talk emotionally with cancer clinicians lies in understanding
the intersection of professional roles with patients’ (or parents’)
sense of vulnerability. Given surgeons’ and oncologists’ expert
clinical role in these studies, they could provide emotional
comfort by demonstrating that they were conscientiously
executing their clinical role [47,80]. For nurses, by contrast,
who did not have the same instrumental role in children’s
leukaemia care, explicitly emotional talk was more likely to
provide comfort to parents [80].
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5. Discussion and conclusion

5.1. Discussion

Clinical communication in cancer is too important to be left to
personal habits and prejudices, so practitioners need to continue to
learn from communication experts. However, we have illustrated
above how detailed study of practitioners’ clinical communication
in the light of how patients experience it has begun to indicate
forms of psychological care that are ‘new’ to the science of clinical
communication. This should not be surprising if we assume that
many practitioners – particularly those who are willing to
cooperate with communication research – are committed and
resourceful in promoting their patients’ wellbeing.

Arguably the most valuable insights from studying communi-
cation in practice have arisen from qualitative research; that is
from inductive research which tries to minimise the influence of
researchers’ preconceptions. For example, when patients endorse
questionnaire items to say they want ‘as much information as
possible’ [81], quantitative research tends to take this at face value.
For qualitative researchers, the response is to examine what
patients mean by saying this and to ask questions that can go
beyond recycling such culturally normative statements [21,66,82].
Qualitative research that simultaneously examines communica-
tion from each participant’s perspective as well as by analysing
communication between them can be particularly informative
[47,83], even to the extent of suggesting that communication that
might, according to current guidance, be criticised as unethical
resolves ethical dilemmas that the guidance disregards [75,84].

There are implications for research topics, as well as methods,
because the areas in which communication skills have been most
studied do not converge with the aspects of care or outcomes that
patients prioritise [85]. Although researchers prioritise skills for
information-giving and sharing decisions, patients do not gener-
ally distinguish instances of information-giving or decision-
making from the flux of the clinical relationship [58,78,86–88].
Similarly, extensive guidance focuses on skills for ‘breaking bad
news’, but this has been criticised for being too idealised in
assuming that practitioners can anticipate and plan for such
instances, and that consultations focus on single pieces of bad
news in practitioner–patient dyads [89]. In practice, receiving bad
news is often not a discrete event but an unpredictable and
unfolding process whose meaning for patients lies in clinical
relationships including them and their companions [58,89].
Accounts of communication skills in cancer give high priority to
explicit discussion of patients’ psychosocial concerns [6], but in
studies of breast cancer and childhood leukaemia we have seen
that patients and those close to them can gain more comfort from
clinicians who respected boundaries and confined their talk to
clinical care. If research is to be ‘patient-centred’, it needs to
prioritise the aspects of clinical communication that patients
prioritise, including trust in practitioners’ expertise, commitment
and care [38,47,59,86,90].

5.2. Conclusion

Historically, the concept of communication skills has helped to
shape the education and guidance that encourages practitioners in
cancer and other clinical areas to treat the patient holistically.
However, communication experts, and the researchers who inform
their teaching or guidance, will need to set aside the assumption
that communication problems necessarily signify skill deficits.
Instead, they can draw from recent research about communication
in practice, along with theoretical frameworks through which
these can be interpreted, to shape future curricula and guidance.
The growth of communication education and guidance in cancer
care has depended on its ability to demonstrate an evidence base.
Our approach will help to ensure the empirical and theoretical base
for the next generation of communication education and guidance.

5.3. Practice implications

In research where patient or family perspectives have been
studied simultaneously with practitioners’, the two have aligned
more closely with each other than with expert guidance
[47,66,73,79]. This is not to argue that all practitioners communi-
cate well and have no need of guidance or training. Instead, it
means that solutions to communication failures are, arguably,
more likely to arise from detailed study of what goes wrong in
practice than from experts’ current general principles. For
example, where some breast cancer patients lacked confidence
in treatment decisions, the surgeons could have prevented these
problems by simply checking whether patients were happy with
their recommendations, or by endorsing decisions that patients
had made [75]. Where parents could not entirely trust their child’s
oncologist, oncologists needed to be prepared to change their
strategy and explain their actions and expectations to a degree that
most parents wanted to be protected from [71]. In such ways,
future communication education and guidance might have more to
learn from patients and practitioners than is often appreciated
[63].
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